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CALCULATION OF MARTLAN GAMMA RAY SPECTRA, G. Dagge et al. 

the planet's orbit. The production of photons from inelastic neutron scattering with neutron 
energies above 15 MeV, spallation or from reactions such as 160(n,n'ay)12C is performed by 
the NDEM module. This photon source is then passed over to MORSE-CG for a transport 
calculation. An important background source is the decay of ?ro-mesons. The ?rO-particles 
are produced by HETC and passed over for immediate decay and transport to the fourth 
HERMES module EGS4. A calculation for the test case Moon gives a gamma spectrum 
which is clearly different from earlier semi-empirical estimations concerning both intensity 
and spectral distribution. This background source will especially influence the investigation 
of low-energy gamma ray lines. Delayed photons from naturally occuring or GCR-produced 
radionuclides can be inserted as external source for MORSECG for a transport calculation. 

The calculational procedure was applied for a typical Martian surface including the 
thin atmosphere, which proved to attenuate especially low-energy gamma ray lines (see Fig. 
2). Furthermore, the HERMES system can be applied for a calculation of the gamma ray 
background from the GCR-irradiated orbiter at  the detector site. This can be achieved by 
performing the same procedure as described before only by changing the geometric setup. 
Thus, the highly flexible code system gives access to basic problems of planetary photon pro- 
duction and will be an essential tool for the interpretation of measured gamma ray spectra. 

Fig. 1: Calculated depth profile of the cap- Fig. 2: Calculated spectri~m of prompt 
ture rate of 59Co in a lunar surface compa- photons for a typical Martian surface. 
red to experimental datafrom Wahlen (3). Some of the most important lines were se- 

lected for the calculation. 
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